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We consider the single-item, multi-period stochastic inventory problem with non-stationary and correlated de-
mands. We provide the first proof that a well-known myopic policy, which we call Look-Ahead Optimization (LA),
is in fact an approximation algorithm for solving the large dynamic program that arises from this problem. We
prove that LA provides the tightest known approximation bound for this problem. The expected cost of LA is
at most twice the expected holding cost plus the expected backorder cost of an optimal policy. We introduce a
new cost-accounting technique and a new class of invariances on the on-going performance of LA relative to that
of an optimal policy. We use these invariances to extend the myopic optimality of LA to a global bound on its
performance. We allow convex and non-linear holding and backorder cost functions, integral order quantities, and
positive lead times under a technical condition on the growth of demand. We show in computational experiments
that LA has excellent average-case performance.
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1. Introduction. Many supply-chain problems, including inventory problems, that occur in practice
arise in highly non-stationary and correlated demand environments. Examples are production-inventory
and pricing problems for products entering a new market, products at the end of their life cycles, and
products with cyclic demands. In these problems, the most up-to-date demand forecast might evolve
continually and rapidly over time. Information that is captured in these forecasts can provide vital
directions for the effective management of the supply chain.

In this paper, we consider a fundamental problem in supply-chain management in a non-stationary and
correlated setting, namely, the single-item, multi-period stochastic inventory problem. In this setting,
the demands and costs may be random and correlated. We study a well-known heuristic for solving this
problem, which we call the Look-Ahead Optimization policy. The policy has been proposed in the past as
a method for finding approximate solutions for the large dynamic programs that arise in this setting. We
provide the first proof that the Look-Ahead Optimization policy is an approximation algorithm, whose
expected cost is at most the expected backorder cost plus twice the expected holding cost of an optimal
policy. Our result provides the tightest known bound for this problem.

Our problem setup consists of a finite planning horizon of T discrete time periods. The demands and
costs that occur over the T periods are random variables that may be non-stationary and correlated
with time and with each other. Demands are filled from on-hand inventory. Unfilled demands are fully
backlogged. An order can be placed in each period to replenish the stock. We model the cost in each
period as the sum of an ordering cost, a holding cost, and a backorder cost. The ordering cost is a
per-unit cost. The holding cost can be any convex, increasing function of the ending inventory, if any.
The backorder cost can be any convex, strictly increasing function of the backlog. We allow both the
holding and backorder costs to be parameterized by random variables. We allow positive lead times under
a technical condition on the growth of demand.

Central to our model is the treatment of non-stationarity and correlation in demand across time. We
allow the demand forecast to change as a function of time and of the system’s past history. Therefore, our
model has the ability to capture demand environments that are highly non-stationary and correlated. The
problem of how to use evolving demand forecasts to devise effective supply-chain-management policies
is of great interest to practitioners and researchers alike, and has been the subject of a considerable
body of research (see, for example, Iida and Zipkin [10] and Dong and Lee [7]). As pointed out in Levi,
Pál, Roundy and Shmoys [16], the assumptions on the demand distributions in our model subsume all
known models of correlation and non-stationarity of forecasts over time, including the martingale model
of forecast evolution model (MMFE), exogenous Markovian models, time series, order-one auto-regressive
models and random walks. For relevant references, we refer the reader to Iida and Zipkin [10] and Dong
and Lee [7].
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A substantial amount of research has been devoted to characterizing the structure of the optimal policy
for the single-item, multi-period stochastic inventory problem in the dynamic-programming framework.
In many models, including models with Markov-modulated demands, correlated demand and forecast
evolution (see, for example, Iida and Zipkin [10], Özer and Gallego [23], and Zipkin [28]), the optimal
policy can be shown to be a state-dependent base-stock policy. While dynamic programming has been
extremely useful for gaining structural insights into the optimal policy, it can be difficult to use as a com-
putational tool. Dynamic programs are tractable when the demands in different periods are independent.
It can still be tractable for models with exogenous Markov-modulated demand, subject to conditions on
the structure and the size of the state space of the underlying Markov process (see, for example, Song
and Zipkin [25] and Chen and Song [6]). However, in problems with more complex demand structures,
the state space of the corresponding dynamic programs grows exponentially with the number of periods.
In particular, in our problem setting, where demands are correlated and evolving over time, dynamic
programming has so far been deemed to be intractable.

As a result of these computational difficulties, many efficient heuristics have been developed for prob-
lems with non-stationary and correlated demands. However, there have been few attempts at bounding
the worst-case performance of these heuristics, and fewer attempts at finding constant performance guar-
antees for them. We will describe heuristics that are relevant to our work, but refer the reader to Dong
and Lee [7], Lu, Song and Regan [17], and Iida and Zipkin [10] for more details on the subject.

One notable class of heuristics is the class of Myopic1 policies. In a Myopic policy, the expected
one-period cost is minimized and costs in future periods are not considered. The widespread use of
Myopic policies in practice has inspired extensive investigations into such policies. The Myopic approach
yields easy-to-compute policies that perform well in some cases. Veinott [27] and Ignall and Veinott [9]
show that the Myopic policy can be optimal in models with non-stationary demands if the demands
are stochastically increasing over time. Iida and Zipkin [10] and Lu, Song and Regan [17] consider the
martingale model of forecast evolution (MMFE) and show necessary and sufficient conditions for Myopic
policies to be optimal. They also use Myopic policies to compute upper and lower bounds on the optimal
base-stock levels as well as (non-constant) bounds on the relative optimality gaps of different heuristics.
In many other cases, however, the Myopic policy performs very poorly, for example, when when the
demand can drop significantly from period to period (Levi, Pál, Roundy and Shmoys [16]).

Other myopic policies have been used heuristically for several periodic-review, stochastic inventory
problems. A specific class of myopic policies, called near-Myopic policies (Morton [18]), are developed by
casting inventory problems in the newsvendor framework and finding bounds on the parameters of the
newsvendor problems. The bounds on the parameters lead to bounds on the order quantity. Numerical
studies indicate that this approach can be highly effective in practice. In this framework, Morton [18]
proved bounds for the lost-sales inventory problem with linear costs. Morton [19] extends these bounds
to a non-stationary model. Morton and Pentico [20] derive improved bounds for the same class of
problems. Anupindi, Morton, and Pentico [1] extend the bounds to problems with stochastic lead times.
Bollapragada and Morton [3] develop near-Myopic heuristics for a problem with set-up costs and non-
stationary demands. Bollapragada and Morton [2] develop a near-Myopic policy for the random yield
problem. Nandakumar and Morton [22] give bounds and heuristics for the perishable inventory problem.
To date, there has been no attempt to quantify the optimality gap of the near-Myopic heuristics.

Chan [4] and Chan and Muckstadt [5] are the first to consider the Look-Ahead Optimization (LA)
myopic policy that we study in this paper. They study the LA policy for uncapacitated and capacitated
multi-item inventory models with linear costs. In each period, LA minimizes the sum of the one-period
expected backorder cost a lead-time into the future and a forward-looking holding cost which the authors
call the Q-function. The Q-function is defined as the expected holding cost incurred over the rest of the
horizon for the inventory ordered in the current period.2 Both costs are myopic in the sense that they
can be computed easily in expectation, without taking into account future ordering decisions. Therefore,
the LA policy is easy to compute. Chan [4] and Chan and Muckstadt [5] use LA heuristically and do not
study its theoretical performance.

1We will use “Myopic” as a proper name to distinguish it from the word “myopic” used as an adjective. A myopic policy

is any policy that does not fully account for future ordering decisions. A Myopic policy is always myopic.
2To explain the asymmetry between the backorder and holding cost definitions used in LA, note that a backlog from

the current period can be resolved completely within a lead time, whereas the effect of an overage can last over a number

of periods.
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As a heuristic, LA has many advantages. It is a simple policy because it minimizes an expected
holding and backorder cost that can be computed without knowledge of future ordering decisions. It is a
significant improvement over Myopic policies because it considers future information, in particular, future
demands. LA is easy to extend to multi-dimensional problems like the multi-product inventory problem
because the minimization paradigm extends easily to multiple dimensions. LA can accommodate integer
order quantities seamlessly, by simply minimizing over the integers. Moreover, Levi, Pál, Roundy and
Shmoys [16] have shown that in single-item inventory problems with linear costs, the inventory positions
of LA are lower bounds on those of an optimal policy (We will extend this result to monotone non-linear
costs in this paper). Therefore, LA can be used to improve any policy.3 Levi, Pál, Roundy and Shmoys
[16], in fact, apply LA to improve their Balancing policies, which we will describe shortly.

Finally, LA performs exceptionally well in practice and is competitive with other known policies.
Hurley, Jackson, Levi, Roundy and Shmoys [11] conduct an extensive computational study of LA and
other policies. Using a Myopic policy as a baseline, they find that in their experiments, three policies
exhibit superior performance. The first is modified Balancing, where the marginal holding cost is balanced
against twice the backorder cost.4 The second algorithm is Truncated Surplus-Balancing, where the
orders made by Balancing are truncated when they exceed those of LA and are further modified by an
interval-constrained-bounding technique. The third is LA, with k look-ahead periods, where k is chosen
heuristically. Our own experiments also provide very positive evidence in support of LA. It is, therefore,
of value to evaluate the theoretical performance of LA both as a policy in its own right and as a lower
bound for other policies.

So far, worst-case performance bounds for the single-item, periodic-review, stochastic inventory prob-
lem have only been characterized for the class of Balancing policies first developed by Levi, Pál, Roundy
and Shmoys [16]. These authors study the Q-function of Chan [4] and Chan and Muckstadt [5] under the
name of marginal holding cost. They equate, or balance the marginal holding cost with the one-period
expected backorder cost to obtain the ordering decision in each period. Levi, Pál, Roundy and Shmoys
[16] prove that Balancing is a 2-approximation for the single-item stochastic inventory problem. One
characteristic of Balancing is that the algorithm must be randomized to handle integer order quantities.
Randomization leads to potentially greater variability; even on the same sample path, one might obtain
different outcomes depending on the particular instance of the algorithm that is run. Second, Balancing
is not so easily adapted to problems in higher dimensions because it is not clear how to balance mul-
tivariate functions. Proof techniques using Balancing have proved to be very adaptable and, to date,
these techniques have been applied to find approximation algorithms for many multi-period stochastic
supply-chain problems (Levi, Roundy, Shmoys and Truong [12], Levi, Roundy and Truong [13], Levi,
Janakiraman, and Nagarajan [15], and Levi and Shi[14]). Table 1 lists various concepts, terminology, and
their connections.

Table 1: Terminology.
Term Definition

Marginal holding cost at period s Total expected holding cost between periods s and T (end of hori-
zon) of all the inventory ordered at period s.

Q-function at period s Same as the marginal holding cost at period s.

Look-Ahead Optimization policy Minimizes the expected backorder plus the expected marginal
holding cost in each period.

Minimizing policy Same as Look-Ahead Optimization policy.

Balancing policy Equates the expected backorder and the expected marginal hold-
ing cost in each period.

Our contributions in this paper are as follows. We provide the first analysis of the theoretical per-
formance of LA. We establish that LA, like Balancing, is an approximation algorithm with a constant
performance ratio of 2. We also prove strictly better (non-constant) performance bound for LA compared
to what has been proved for Balancing. We further extend the analysis of Levi, Pál, Roundy and Shmoys
[16] for models with linear costs to models with monotone, non-linear costs. We show that the perfor-

3This fact holds even when the problem is capacitated. See Levi, Roundy, Shmoys and Truong [12].
4Note that performance bounds that we will discuss shortly for Balancing policies have not been proved for this variation.
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mance guarantees of Levi, Pál, Roundy and Shmoys [16] for Balancing, which were previously proved
assuming linear costs, in fact hold under these more general models.

We formulate a new class of invariances to analyze the performance of LA as time evolves and decisions
are committed. These invariances are distinct from those encountered in dynamic-programming or in
sample-path arguments. Whereas dynamic-programming invariants hold with respect to information at
the beginning of the horizon, and sample-path invariants with respect to information known at the end of
the horizon, these invariants hold with respect to intermediate information sets. We use these invariances
to extend the myopic optimality of LA to a global approximation bound.

Our work and the works on Balancing algorithms started by Levi, Pál, Roundy and Shmoys [16]
belong to a larger literature, which is focused on finding algorithms with provable performance bounds
for general multi-period stochastic optimization problems. Shapiro [24] proves that the Sample Average
Approximation Method can be used to solve these problems to within a factor of 1 + ε using a number
of samples that is polynomial in the size of the problem. However, this approach assumes that the
distribution of the random quantities in different periods are independent, and hence, cannot be applied
to non-stationary and correlated settings. Swamy and Shmoys [26] proposes an algorithm, also based
on SAA, which can be used to find a (1 + ε)-approximation for multi-period linear programs. Although
they allow correlation among the periods, they require a number of samples that is exponential in the
number of periods. There also exists literature on approximation algorithms for the harder class of multi-
stage combinatorial optimization problems. The approximation bounds for these algorithms are usually
functions of the number of periods. We refer the reader to Gupta, Pál, Ravi, and Sinha [8] for a review
of these works.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the mathematical formulation of the
periodic-review, single-item, stochastic inventory problem with non-stationary and correlated demands.
In Section 3, we describe LA and the marginal holding cost. In Section 4, we will describe a geometric
interpretation for the costs. We use this geometric interpretation to analyze the worst-case performance
of the policies in Section 5. We extend the bounds to the case of integer order quantities in Section 6
and positive lead times in Section 7. We compare the computational performance of LA with that of
Balancing in Section 8. Finally, we conclude in Section 9.

2. Model. In this section, we provide a mathematical formulation of the multi-period stochastic
inventory problem with non-stationary and correlated demands and introduce some of the notation used
throughout the paper.

We consider a finite planning horizon of T periods numbered t = 1, . . . , T . There is a single item whose
inventory is to be managed. The demands for the item that occur over the periods are random variables,
denoted by d1, . . . , dT ∈ R+. The demands may be non-stationary and correlated. Our goal is to stock
sufficient inventory in order to satisfy the demands in a timely manner, while keeping the stock as low
as possible to keep in check the cost of holding inventory.

We use superscripts Π and OPT to refer to a given policy and the optimal policy, respectively. At
the beginning of the horizon, there may be Q0 units of inventory in the system that have been ordered
before period 1. We assume that this quantity is common to all policies. In each period s, events follow
the following standard sequence:

(i) All the exogenous information from period s− 1 has been realized.

(ii) The total on-hand inventory is observed.

(iii) A policy Π places an order qΠ
s ∈ R+ for new inventory.

(iv) Inventory due to arrive in this period is received. Note that in the zero-lead-time case, the
ordered inventory arrives immediately. In general, if the lead time is L, then the inventory
arrives in period s+ L.

(v) Demand ds is observed and is fulfilled using all available on-hand inventory.

(vi) Unfulfilled demand is backlogged. Note that backlogs accumulate over time until they are satis-
fied.

We use interval indices to indicate sums of quantities over the corresponding periods. For example,
throughout the paper, we use d[s,t] to denote the cumulative demand over the interval [s, t], i.e., d[s,t] ,
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∑t
r=s dr and qΠ

[s,t] ,
∑t

r=s q
Π
s . In addition, we use a special notation for the following important sums.

We use QΠ
s to denote the cumulative inventory ordered by the end of period s, or qΠ

[1,s], and Dt to denote
the cumulative demand by time t, or d[1,t]. Using this notation, the inventory and backlog at the end of
a period s can be expressed as (Qs−L −Ds)

+ and (Ds −Qs−L)+ respectively.

The holding cost for each period s is computed by applying the holding cost function hs(·) to the
ending inventory for that period. Similarly, the backorder cost is computed by applying the backorder
cost function bs(·) on the backlog at the end of a period. We assume that hs(·) and bs(·) are non-negative,
increasing, convex functions. In addition, we require that bs(·) be strictly increasing. Both the holding
and backorder cost functions may be parametrized by random variables. To avoid excessive notation,
when the cost functions are so parametrized, we will suppress the random parameters, and instead treat
the cost functions as random vectors.

There may be a linear purchase cost on each order quantity. We assume that the purchase cost is a
sunk cost that is incurred by every policy. Alternatively, following Levi, Pál, Roundy and Shmoys [16], we
can carry out a simple transformation of the problem into one without purchase cost. An approximation
algorithm for the transformed problem can be shown to be an approximation algorithm for the original
problem, with the same approximation bound. Hence, we will omit the purchase cost from the rest of
the discussion.

We assume that at the beginning of period s, we have what we call an information set that is denoted
by Fs. The information set Fs contains all of the exogenous information that has been realized by the end
of period s− 1. The information sets {Fs|s ∈ [1, T ]} form a filtration over a probability space (Ω,F , P ).
We require that

• for each s ∈ [1, T ], the σ-fields σ(ds), σ(hs(·)), and σ(bs(·)) belong to Fs+1; and

• for each s and each t ≥ s, E[dt | Fs] is finite almost surely.

Since the information sets are exogenous, the inventory policies do not influence the evolution of the
random quantities. We only consider policies that are non-anticipatory, i.e., at period s, the information
that a feasible policy can use consists only of Fs and the current inventory level.

The goal of the problem is to find a feasible ordering policy that minimizes the sum of the expected
holding and backordering costs over the horizon.

3. The Look-Ahead Optimization Policy. In the following sections, we will describe the Look-
ahead Optimization (LA) policy assuming that the lead time is zero. We will consider the positive-lead-
time case in Section 7.

Let the current period be s. The cumulative inventory at the beginning of s is QLA
s−1. LA brings the

cumulative inventory level at the end of period s to QLA
s (= QLA

s−1 + qLA
s ) according to:

QLA
s = arg min

Qs≥QLA
s−1

E
[
BLA

s (Qs) +HLA
s (Qs)|Fs

]
(1)

Here, BΠ
s (Qs), the classical period-s backorder cost for a policy Π, and HΠ

s (Qs), the period-s marginal
holding cost for policy Π, are defined as:

BΠ
s (Qs) = bs((Ds −Qs)

+), (2)

HΠ
s (Qs) =

T∑
t=s

HΠ
s,t(Qs) =

T∑
t=s

(
ht((Qs −Dt)

+)− ht((QΠ
s−1 −Dt)

+)
)
. (3)

Intuitively, the marginal holding cost HLA
s (Qs) provides a way to fold holding costs incurred over the

entire future, due to the qLA
s units of inventory ordered at period s, into the period-s holding cost.

Fix a period t ∈ [s, T ]. To derive the marginal cost expression, assume without loss of generality that
available inventory is consumed on a first-in-first-out (FIFO) basis. Based on the FIFO assumption, of
the Qs units of cumulative inventory ordered by the end of period s, an amount (Qs − Dt)

+ remains
at the end of period t and incurs a holding cost of ht((Qs −Dt)

+). However, QLA
s−1 units were ordered

before period s. The period-t holding cost for this older inventory namely, ht((Q
LA
s−1−Dt)

+), has already
been charged to previous periods and is, therefore, subtracted from the current period’s cost to avoid
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double-counting. So, the period-t contribution to the marginal holding cost charged at period s is
HLA

s,t (Qs) = ht((Qs −Dt)
+)− ht((QLA

s−1 −Dt)
+. The total holding cost incurred over the horizon due to

the inventory ordered at s, HLA
s (Qs), is therefore the sum from s to T of these differences. We will make

this rough derivation precise in the next section.

The backorder cost BLA
s (Qs), similarly, can be thought of as the total backorder cost incurred over the

horizon due to the inventory ordered at s. However, the backlog from the current period can be resolved
completely at the next period for the zero-lead-time case. Therefore, the cost contribution from future
periods is zero, and we are left with the single-period backorder cost.

To make our intuition precise, we can show that for any continuous monotone holding cost function
ht(·), the marginal cost-accounting scheme provides an equivalent way to express the total holding cost
of a policy over the horizon.

Theorem 3.1 The total holding cost incurred by any policy Π can be expressed as a sum of non-negative
costs

∑T
s=1H

Π
s (QΠ

s ) +H0(Q0), where H0(Q0) =
∑T

t=1 (ht((Q0 −Dt)
+)− ht((0−Dt)

+)) is the marginal
holding cost of the initial inventory Q0.

Proof.

T∑
s=1

HΠ
s (QΠ

s ) +H0(Q0)

=

T∑
s=1

T∑
t=s

(
ht((Q

Π
s −Dt)

+)− ht((QΠ
s−1 −Dt)

+)
)

+

T∑
t=1

(
ht((Q0 −Dt)

+)− ht((0−Dt)
+)
)

=

T∑
t=1

t∑
s=1

(
ht((Q

Π
s −Dt)

+)− ht((QΠ
s−1 −Dt)

+)
)

+

T∑
t=1

ht((Q0 −Dt)
+)

=

T∑
t=1

(
ht((Q

Π
t −Dt)

+)− ht((QΠ
0 −Dt)

+)
)

+

T∑
t=1

ht((Q0 −Dt)
+)

=

T∑
t=1

ht((Q
Π
t −Dt)

+).

�

Since the term H0(QΠ
0 ) is incurred by all policies, we will henceforth omit it and write the total holding

cost of any policy Π as

HΠ =

T∑
s=1

HΠ
s (QΠ

s ). (4)

This omission will not affect our approximation bound.

Observe that the holding costs ht((Q
LA
s−1 −Dt)

+), t = s, . . . , T , that are subtracted in the expression
for marginal holding cost do not involve the variable Qs. Therefore, we can say that LA equivalently
chooses QLA

s in each period s according to

QLA
s = arg min

Qs≥QLA
s−1

E
[
CLA

s (Qs)|Fs

]
,where (5)

CLA
s (Qs) = bs((Ds −QLA

s )+) +

T∑
t=s

ht((Qs −Dt)
+) (6)

Note that the cost function CLA
s (Qs) is convex because bs and ht, t = s, . . . , T , are convex by assumption.

LA is easy to implement for this reason; it involves the minimization of a convex, one-dimensional function.

4. Inventory Unit Analog for Holding and Backorder Costs. Before proceeding to the anal-
ysis, we will devote some effort in building a geometric interpretation for backorder and marginal holding
costs based on examining inventory and demand at the unit level. We will label individual inventory
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units and track their acquisition, holding, and consumption over time. We will then establish a way to
map information about inventory unit lifetimes to holding and backorder costs. The extra bookkeeping
will allow us to compare costs across different policies at the unit level rather than in aggregate. We will
need this level of discrimination in our analysis.

4.1 Tracking Inventory Units. The labeling of inventory units that we use has roots in the notion
of the distance number of a demand or inventory unit in Muharremoglu and Tsitsiklis [21]. Distance
numbers were first used by Levi, Pál, Roundy and Shmoys [16] to prove a constant performance bound,
and have been employed by all papers on Balancing policies of which we are aware, namely, Levi, Roundy,
Shmoys and Truong [12], Levi, Roundy and Truong [13], Levi, Janakiraman, and Nagarajan [15], and
Levi and Shi[14].

Distance numbers provide a rigorous method of differentiating units of inventory and demand. Let RD

be a ray [0, ∞) representing the units of demand that might be realized by the end of the horizon. Since
demands are continuous, demand units are of infinitesimal size. We call the unit that is located a distance
of x from the origin demand unit x. Because placement of demand units on the line is a convention that
we choose, we will locate demand units that arrive earlier closer to the origin, so that demand unit x will
arrive before demand unit y for y > x.

Similarly, let RI = [0, ∞) be a ray starting at the origin representing all units of inventory that we
can potentially receive by the end of the horizon. We call the unit of inventory on RI that has distance x
from the origin inventory unit x. Without loss of generality, we will make the FIFO assumption, namely,
inventory unit x will be ordered, received, and consumed before inventory unit y for y > x. This FIFO
consumption does not affect the system’s cost in any way. . Also, since we express demand and supply
in the same scale, we can match demand and supply units. In particular, if x ≤ DT , inventory unit x
will be used to satisfy demand unit x.

4.2 Inventory Sets. We define a period-t holding (backorder) inventory interval II to be a subset
of

{h, b} × {1, . . . , T} × R+

of the form {·} × {t} × (x, y] (denoted by (x, y]·t). The first dimension specifies the type of the interval,
holding (h) or backorder (b). The second dimension specifies the period (t) with which this inventory
interval is associated. The third dimension specifies distance numbers of inventory units on RI . For
holding inventory intervals these distance numbers represent inventory units that have been delivered by
the end of period t. For backorder inventory intervals they represent inventory units that have not been
delivered by the end of period t. We will call a finite union of period-t inventory intervals a period-t
inventory set (a period-t inventory set can consist of both types of period-t inventory intervals). We may
refer to an inventory interval (inventory set) simply as an interval (set) when the meaning is clear from
the context.

The concept of holding and backorder inventory intervals has hitherto been used in problems with
linear holding and backorder costs (see Levi, Pál, Roundy and Shmoys [16], Levi, Roundy, Shmoys
and Truong [12], Levi, Roundy and Truong [13], Levi, Janakiraman, and Nagarajan [15], and Levi and
Shi[14].) Our definition of the cost associated with inventory intervals, however, is a generalization over
previous definitions that allows for an extension of the analysis to a model with non-linear, monotonic
holding and backorder costs.

We define the cost of the period-t holding inventory interval (x, y]ht to be ht((y−Dt)
+)−ht((x−Dt)

+).
This cost is non-zero only if Dt < y, i.e. if the delivered units (x, y] on RI are not all consumed. A
period-t backorder interval, similarly, has the associated cost bt((Dt − x)+)− bt((Dt − y)+). This cost is
non-zero only if Dt > x, i.e. there is demand for any units in (x, y] on RI that are not delivered by the
end of period t.

The cost of an inventory set is then defined to be the sum of the costs of inventory intervals that form
a partition of the inventory set. Since there are a number of ways to partition an inventory set into a
finite number of disjoint inventory intervals, we need to ensure that the cost is well-defined. Note that if
an inventory interval is expressed as a finite disjoint union of smaller intervals, by telescoping sums, the
cost of the larger interval is equal to the sum of the costs of the smaller intervals. By this finite additivity
property, it is easy to see, the cost of an inventory set does not depend on any particular representation
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of the inventory set in terms of disjoint inventory intervals.

To make the above definitions concrete, Figure 1 illustrates an example of a holding inventory interval
(x, y]ht and a backorder inventory interval (x, y]bt for the case x < Dt < y. Both ht(·) and bt(·) are
monotone functions as shown in (a). For the holding inventory interval in (b), distance numbers in (x, y]
represent inventory units delivered by the end of period t. This implies that Qt (cumulative inventory
ordered and received5 by the end of period t) must be ≥ y. The total holding cost for period t, namely
ht((Qt − Dt)

+), is the cost of the inventory interval [0, Qt]
h
t . This interval can be subdivided into

the three intervals, [0, x]ht , (x, y]ht and (y,Qt]
h
t , with costs ht((x − Dt)

+) − ht((0 − Dt)
+) = 0, [0, x]ht ;

ht((y −Dt)
+)− ht((x−Dt)

+) = ht((y −Dt)
+) and ht((Qt −Dt)

+)− ht((y −Dt)
+) respectively. These

costs add up to the total holding cost for period t.

For the backorder inventory interval (x, y]bt in (c), by definition, the distance numbers in (x, y] represent
inventory units not delivered by the end of period t. This implies that Qt ≤ x. The total backorder cost
for period t, namely bt((Dt −Qt)

+), is the cost of the inventory interval (Qt,∞)tb. This interval can be
subdivided into the three intervals, (Qt, x]bt , (x, y]bt and (y,∞)bt , with costs bt((Dt−Qt)

+)−bt((Dt−x)+),
bt((Dt−x)+)−bt((Dt−y)+) = bt((Dt−x)+) and bt((Dt−y)+)−bt((Dt−∞)+) = 0 respectively. These
costs add up to the total backorder cost for period t.

Figure 1: Holding and Backlogging Inventory Intervals. (a) Holding and backordering cost functions
ht(·) and bt(·) at time t. (b) Holding and backorder inventory interval (x, y]th and (x, y]tb at time t.

4.3 Policy Cost via Inventory Sets. To determine the cost of a policy Π, we can enumerate its
holding and backorder inventory intervals and compute the cost of these intervals. We will now show
how to express the backorder cost, the holding cost and the marginal holding cost of a policy Π as costs
corresponding to certain backorder and holding inventory sets.

Under a policy Π, at the end of period t, the inventory units (0, QΠ
t ] on RI have been delivered6, and

the the demand units (0, Dt] on RD have been realized. Its holding inventory interval at t is (0, QΠ
t ]ht

and its backorder inventory interval is (QΠ
t ,∞)tb. Policy Π will incur ht((Q

Π
t −Dt)

+) in holding cost and
bt((Dt −QΠ

t )+) in backorder cost for period t.

This correspondence gives us the standard enumeration of the entire holding inventory set7 for Π,
namely ∪Tt=1(0, QΠ

t ]ht and the standard enumeration of the entire backorder inventory set, ∪Tt=1(QΠ
t ,∞)bt .

Since the inventory intervals in these enumerations are disjoint8, the cost of Π can be found by summing
the cost of each individual interval. This procedure yields the familiar expression for the total cost of a
policy, which is

T∑
t=1

ht((Q
Π
t −Dt)

+) +

T∑
t=1

bt((Dt −QΠ
t )+). (7)

We will say that, at period t, policy Π incurs (costs for) the period-t holding interval (0, QΠ
t ]ht and the

5Recall that zero lead time is assumed in this section.
6Still assuming zero lead time.
7I.e. an inventory set that accounts for all inventory units ordered by a policy throughout the horizon.
8Note that the inventory intervals in each enumeration correspond to different periods.
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period-t backorder interval (QΠ
t ,∞)bt .

Marginal holding cost accounting yields an alternate way to partition the entire holding inventory set
of a policy.

Theorem 4.1 For a policy Π with monotone increasing holding and backorder cost functions, the holding
intervals HΠ

s,t(Q
Π
s ) incurred by policy Π form a partition of the entire holding inventory set for Π. In

particular,

∪Ts=0 ∪Tt=max(s,1) H
Π
s,t(Q

Π
s ) = ∪Ts=0 ∪Tt=max(s,1) (QΠ

s−1, Q
Π
s ]ht = ∪Tt=1(Q0, Q

Π
t ]ht

where QΠ
0 , Q0, the initial inventory, and QΠ

−1 , 0. Therefore, these intervals account for all of the
holding cost incurred by Π. Similarly, the backorder intervals

∪Ts=1BΠ
s = ∪Ts=1(QΠ

s ,∞)bs

incurred by Π form a partition of the entire backorder inventory set for Π. Therefore, these intervals
account for all the backorder cost incurred by Π.

Proof. Recall from Section 3 that in every period s prior to t, HΠ
s,t(Q

Π
s ) = ht((Q

Π
s − Dt)

+) −
ht((Q

Π
s−1 − Dt)

+ is the period-t cost contribution to the marginal holding cost HΠ
s (QΠ

s ) for policy
Π charged at period s. This contribution corresponds to the cost of the holding inventory interval
HΠ

s,t(Q
Π
s ) , (QΠ

s−1, Q
Π
s ]ht . The distance numbers in this interval represent precisely those inventory units

delivered during period s.

Similarly, BΠ
s = bs((Ds −QΠ

s )+) is the backorder cost for policy Π at s. This corresponds to the cost
of the backorder interval BΠ

s,t(Q
Π
s ) , (QΠ

s ,∞)bt . The distance numbers in the backorder interval represent
precisely those inventory units not delivered by the end of period s.

�

Note that the cost functions in the above theorem are allowed to be non-convex as long as they are
monotone. A special case of the above result (for a model with linear costs) has been proved by Levi, Pál,
Roundy and Shmoys [16]. As an important aside, theorem 4.1 can be used to show in a straightforward
manner that the approximation bound of 2 for Balancing (BAL), proved in [16] for linear costs, holds
more generally for monotone cost functions. Since it is not directly relevant to the present topic, we have
omitted the details.

5. Analysis of Performance Guarantee. In this section, we provide a proof of the performance
guarantee of the Look-Ahead Optimization algorithm. We start with some preliminaries and detail certain
key invariances in section 5.1, which we will use to prove our main theorem, the 2-approximation bound
for LA for the zero lead-time case, in section 5.2. The remainder of this section describes the construction
and proof of the invariances.

5.1 Ideas and Technique. Before proceeding to the proof, we will describe a collection of inventory
sets which we call a dynamic cover. We will compare the inventory sets of an optimal policy OPT and
of LA using the dynamic cover. We will codify this comparison in the form of invariances.

We work in the space of inventory sets rather than the space of costs. This is because the former space
contains additional information that we can use to track and compare policies over time. To begin, we
consider three types of inventory sets:

• An inventory interval is incurred by both OPT and LA as a consequence of the decision at s.
These intervals are grouped into a set Es.
• An inventory interval is incurred by LA but not by OPT as a consequence of the decision at s.

These intervals are grouped into a set Ls.

• An inventory interval is incurred by OPT but not by LA as a consequence of the decision at s.
These intervals are grouped into a set Os.

In summary, for each period s, LA incurs the inventory sets Es and Ls, and OPT incurs the inventory
sets Es and Os. Since Es, s = 1, . . . , T , are common to both LA and OPT we do not need to be concerned
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about the size of these sets. We will focus on sets Ls and Os. We will bound the cost of Ls in terms of
Os, s = 1, . . . , T , thereby obtaining an approximation bound for LA.

A minor complication arises, as after they are defined in a period, the sets Os and Ls may need to be
redefined. When they are redefined, they are always reduced, and the excess intervals are detached to
form sets O◦s and L◦s. When this redefinition happens, we will show how the bound relating Os and Ls

still hold similarly for O◦s and L◦s.

We will call the inventory sets Es, Os, O◦s , Ls, L◦s collectively as a dynamic cover. The reason is that
the sets defined up to period s will cover all the inventory sets of OPT and LA up to period s, i.e.,

s⋃
r=1

(Lr ∪ L◦r ∪ Er) =

s⋃
r=1

(
T⋃

t=r

HLA
r (t)

⋃
BLA
r

)
, and (8)

s⋃
r=1

(Or ∪ O◦r ∪ Er) =

s⋃
r=1

(
T⋃

t=r

HOPT
r (t)

⋃
BOPT
r

)
. (9)

In order to obtain good bounds, we will try to make our dynamic cover as economical as possible. We
will ensure that each of the sequences {Os,O◦s}s, {Es}s and {Ls,L◦s}s consists of mutually disjoint sets.
At the same time, we will maintain the following invariances at each period s:

E[Lr|Fr] ≤ E[Or|Fr] ∀ r ≤ s; (10)

and for each r ≤ s, ∃ some r◦, r ≤ r◦ ≤ s, such that

E[L◦r |Fr◦ ] ≤ E[O◦r |Fr◦ ]. (11)

Note that the invariances provide bounds on the cost of sets Ls, L◦s, s = 1, . . . , T , in terms of sets Os, O◦s ,
s = 1, . . . , T . Note also that the invariances hold with respect to the information set that is visible at
the time that the cover sets are created. This is in contrast to a typical sample path argument, where
an invariant would be established relative to FT , or a typical dynamic-programming argument, where an
invariance would be established relative to F0.

5.2 Approximation Bound. Before proceeding with the construction of the cover, we will show
how the cover and its properties can be used to prove our main theorem. We will prove that the expected
cost of LA is bounded above by the twice the expected holding cost of OPT plus the expected backorder
cost of OPT . This immediately yields that LA is a 2-approximation.

Let V Π denote the total cost incurred by policy Π over the horizon.

Theorem 5.1 The total cost incurred by LA over the horizon satisfies E[V LA] ≤ E[BOPT
[1,T ] ] +

2E[HOPT
[1,T ] ] ≤ 2E[V OPT ].

Proof. Assume that we are at the end of period T . By Theorem 4.1, the total cost of OPT is equal
to that of the set

T⋃
s=1

(
T⋃

t=s

HOPT
s (t)

⋃
BOPT
s

)
,

which by 9, equals
⋃T

s=1 (Es ∪ Os ∪ O◦s). By Lemma 5.2 and 5.3, which we will prove later, each of

the unions
⋃T

s=1 Es and
⋃T

s=1(Os ∪ O◦s) consists of disjoint sets. Hence, their costs are
∑T

s=1 Es and∑T
s=1(Os + O◦s), respectively. Hence,

V OPT ≥ max

(
T∑

s=1

(Os + O◦s),

T∑
s=1

Es

)
≥ 1

2

T∑
s=1

(Es + Os + O◦s).

Similarly, by Theorem 4.1, the total cost of LA is equal to that of the set

T⋃
s=1

(
T⋃

t=s

HLA
s (t)

⋃
BLA
s

)
,
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which by 8, equals
⋃T

s=1 (Es ∪ Ls ∪ L◦s). By Lemma 5.2 and 5.4, which we will prove later, each of

the unions
⋃T

s=1 Es and
⋃T

s=1(Ls ∪ L◦s) is a union of disjoint sets. Hence, their costs are
∑T

s=1 Es and∑T
s=1(Ls+L◦s), respectively. Hence, V LA ≤

∑T
s=1(Es+Ls+L◦s). Taking expectations of V LA, we obtain

E[V LA] ≤
T∑

s=1

E [Ls + L◦s + Es] .

But (10) and (11) imply that

T∑
s=1

E[Ls + L◦s] =

T∑
s=1

E [E[Ls + L◦s|Fs]] ≤
T∑

s=1

E [E[Os + O◦s|Fs]] =

T∑
s=1

E[Os + O◦s].

Hence,

E[V LA] ≤
T∑

s=1

E [Os + O◦s + Es] (12)

≤ E[V OPT ] + E[HOPT
[1,T ] ] (13)

= E[BOPT
[1,T ] ] + 2E[HOPT

[1,T ] ] (14)

≤ 2E[V OPT ] (15)

Equation 13 follows from the following observations. The sets {Os,O◦s} are all sets of holding intervals

of OPT . Consequently, we can bound the total cost of these sets by
∑T

s=1(Os + O◦s) ≤ HOPT
[1,T ] . Also

note that {Es}Ts=1 is a sequence of disjoint sets of inventory intervals of OPT and, hence, has total cost
no more than V OPT . �

We will now proceed with the construction of the dynamic cover.

5.3 Construction of the dynamic cover. We will first formally define the construction alge-
braically. We will then illustrate the construction with a diagram and detailed example.

Our construction relies on a result that the cumulative inventory of LA is always a lower bound on
the cumulative inventory of OPT . This result was first discussed by Levi, Pál, Roundy and Shmoys [16]
for a model with linear costs. By using our general marginal holding cost, this result can be extended
to our model. With the general marginal holding cost defined, the arguments of the proof proceed as in
Levi, Pál, Roundy and Shmoys [16]. We refer the reader to that paper for the proof.

Proposition 5.1 In every period s, QLA
s ≤ QOPT

s .

Recall the outline of the construction in Section 5.1. We will detail the construction period by period
as follows. At period s, by Proposition 5.1, we have QLA

s−1 ≤ QOPT
s−1 and QLA

s ≤ QOPT
s . Let Es be the

union of the holding inventory set ∪Tt=s(Q
LA
s−1, Q

LA
s ]ht with the backorder inventory set (QOPT

s ,∞)bs, both
of which are incurred by LA and OPT . Let Os be the holding inventory set ∪Tt=s(Q

LA
s , QOPT

s ]ht , which is
incurred by OPT , but not LA. Let Ls be the backorder inventory set (QLA

s , QOPT
s ]bs, which is incurred

by LA, but not OPT . Let O◦s = L◦s = ∅ and s◦ = s. For each r < s, there are 2 cases:

(a) Or ∩ Os = ∅. Do nothing.

(b) Or∩Os 6= ∅. We carry out the following redefinition. Let O = Or∩(∪Tt=r[0, QLA
s )ht ). Let O◦r = Or\O.

Let Or = O. Let L◦r = (QLA
s , QOPT

s−1 ]br. Let Lr = Lr \ L◦r . Let r◦ = s.

Redefinition is designed to remove overlaps among sets in our cover as new sets are added. The careful
labeling of old and new sets will help us later to account for the cost of these sets in our performance
analysis.

Note that according to the construction, each set Os will be a holding inventory set of the form

Os = ∪Tt=sOs(t) = ∪Tt=s(a
1
s, a

2
s]ht ; (16)

and each set Ls will be a backorder inventory set of the form

Ls = (a1
s, a

2
s]bs. (17)
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for some a1
s, a

2
s. In other words, the intervals forming the pair (Os,Ls) are always aligned.

We will illustrate the construction with a concrete example, shown in Table 2 and illustrated with
Figures 2 and 3.

Table 2: Example construction of the dynamic cover. Assume that the system starts out with no inventory,
that is, QLA

0 = QOPT
0 = 0. The order quantities in each period for LA and OPT are shown in the first

two rows. The remaining rows show the dynamic cover. Column s shows the cover sets that have been
defined by period s, s = 1, . . . , 3. The shading highlights the sets that are updated at period s. Refer
also to Figure 2 and 3.

s = 1 s = 2 s = 3

QLA
s 1 5 9

QOPT
s 10 12 12

E1 ∪Tt=1(0, 1]ht ∪ (10,∞)b1 ∪Tt=1(0, 1]ht ∪ (10,∞)b1 ∪Tt=1(0, 1]ht ∪ (10,∞)b1
O1 ∪Tt=1(1, 10]ht ∪Tt=1(1, 5]ht ∪Tt=1(1, 5]ht
L1 (1, 10]b1 (1, 5]b1 (1, 5]b1
O◦1 ∅ (5, 10]h1 (5, 10]h1
L◦1 ∅ (5, 10]b1 (5, 10]b1
1◦ 1 2 2

E2 ∪Tt=2(1, 5]ht ∪ (12,∞)b2 ∪Tt=2(1, 5]ht ∪ (12,∞)b2
O2 ∪Tt=2 × (5, 12]ht ∪Tt=2(5, 9]ht
L2 (5, 12]b2 (5, 9]b2
O◦2 ∅ (9, 12]h2
L◦2 ∅ (9, 12]b2
2◦ 2 3

E3 ∪Tt=3(5, 9]ht ∪ (12,∞)b3
O3 ∪Tt=3(9, 12]ht
L3 (9, 12]b3
O◦3 ∅
L◦2 ∅
3◦ 3

Redefinition is a form of backtracking, where older sets are “redefined” if they intersect with newer
sets. Fortunately, the procedure does not need to be performed too many times on a set, as the following
lemma shows:

Lemma 5.1 For each r = 1, . . . T , redefinition is performed at most once at period r◦ on sets Or and Lr.

Proof. Assume that redefinition is performed in period s on sets Or and Lr, r < s. Then r◦ =
s. Also, Or must be a subset of ∪Tt=r(QLA

r , QLA
s ]ht . In contrast, every set Ou, u > s, is a subset

of ∪Tt=u(QLA
u ,∞)ht ⊂ ∪Tt=s(Q

LA
s ,∞)ht . Hence, every set Ou, u > s, is disjoint from Or. Therefore,

redefinition will not be performed again on Or. �

5.4 Coverage and disjointness of the cover sets. The coverage and disjointness of the cover
sets will follow almost immediately from their construction.

Lemma 5.2 The sets {Es} are mutually disjoint, with each set Es belonging to the intersection of the
inventory sets for LA and OPT at s, namely(

T⋃
t=s

HLA
s (t) ∪ BLA

s

)⋂(
T⋃

t=s

HOPT
s (t) ∪ BOPT

s

)
.

Proof. The latter claim of the lemma follows straightforwardly from the definition of the sets {Es}.

Assume the lemma holds for periods 1, . . . , s − 1. At s, the set Es consists of hold-

ing or shortage points in
(⋃T

t=sHLA
s (t) ∪ BLA

s

)⋂(⋃T
t=sHOPT

s (t) ∪ BOPT
s

)
that are not already in
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Figure 2: Redefinition of the holding inventory set. The bold horizontal bars represent holding inventory
sets O1, O◦1 , and O2. The set O1 on the left is formed at period 1. It is subsequently reduced and part
of it is detached to form the set O◦1 on the right in period 2. The set O2 on the right is formed in period
2.

Figure 3: Redefinition of the backorder inventory set. The bold horizontal bars represent holding
inventory sets L1, L◦1, and L2. The set L1 on the left is formed at period 1. It is subsequently reduced
and part of it is detached to form set L◦1 on the right in period 2. The set L2 on the right is formed in
period 2.

(⋃T
t=s−1HLA

s−1(t) ∪ BLA
s−1

)⋂(⋃T
t=s−1HOPT

s−1 (t) ∪ BOPT
s−1

)
. Therefore, the former part of the lemma fol-

lows easily by induction. �

Lemma 5.3 The sets {Os, O◦s}Ts=1 are mutually disjoint.

Proof. Assume that the sets {Or,O◦s | 1 ≤ r ≤ s− 1} are mutually disjoint.

Refer to the construction of the sets. If Case a holds at s then Os contains inventory intervals, which
first become holding intervals for OPT at period s, and therefore cannot be part of any of the sets in
{Or,O◦s | 1 ≤ r ≤ s − 1}. In addition, the sets in {Or,O◦s | 1 ≤ r ≤ s − 1} are unmodified. Therefore,
the lemma holds at s.

If Case b holds at s then any set Or, which overlaps with Os, is redefined to remove the intersection
and further partitioned into disjoint sets Or and O◦r . The rest of the sets in {Or,O◦s | 1 ≤ r ≤ s− 1} are
unmodified. Therefore, the lemma holds at s. �

Lemma 5.4 The sets {Ls, L◦s} are mutually disjoint.

Proof. Assume that the sets {Lr, L◦s | r ≤ s− 1} are mutually disjoint.

Refer to the construction of the sets. If Case a holds at s then Ls contains inventory intervals, which
first become backorder intervals for LA at period s, and therefore cannot be part of any of the sets in
{Lr, L◦s | r ≤ s − 1}. In addition, except in Case 1b, the sets in {Lr, L◦s | r ≤ s − 1} are unmodified.
Therefore, the lemma holds at s.
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If Case b holds at s then some sets Lr, r < s, may be partitioned into disjoint sets L◦r and Lr. The
rest of the sets in {Lr, L◦s | r ≤ s− 1} are unmodified. Therefore, the lemma holds at s. �

Lemma 5.5 Equations (8) to (9) hold in each period s.

Proof. Easy to check from the construction of the sets. �

5.5 Verification of the invariances. To prove the invariances, we will now analyze more carefully
the cost function that is minimized in each period s, under LA, namely, CLA

s (·).

Recall that CLA
s (Q) = bs((Ds−Q)+) +

∑T
t=s ht((Q−Dt)

+). We saw in Section 3 that QLA
s is chosen

to minimize E[CLA
s (·)|Fs] on the interval [QLA

s−1,∞) in period s. Let CLA
r,s (Q) be a truncation of CLA

r (Q),
where all holding costs charged at s or later are removed. That is,

CLA
r,s (Q) = br((Dr −Q)+) +

s−1∑
t=r

ht((Q−Dt)
+).

We will prove a technical lemma, which relates the functions CLA
r,s (·) and CLA

s (·).

Lemma 5.6 If E[CLA
s (·) | Fs] is increasing at Q then E[CLA

r,s (·)|Fs] is increasing at Q for any r < s.

Proof. Assume that E[CLA
r,s (·)|Fs] is strictly decreasing at Q. We will show that E[CLA

s (·)|Fs] is
strictly decreasing at Q.

Note that for each t < s, all information at t is deterministic with respect to Fs. Hence, E[CLA
r,s (·)|Fs] =

CLA
r,s (·). Since CLA

r,s (·) is strictly decreasing at Q, we have Q < Dr because the backorder cost is the only
decreasing part in the sum. Therefore, Q < Dr ≤ Ds almost surely. Hence,

E[CLA
s (Q)|Fs] = E[bs((Ds −Q)+) +

T∑
t=s

ht(0) | Fs]

is strictly decreasing at Q because (Ds −Q)+ is strictly decreasing almost surely for Q < Ds and bs(·) is
strictly increasing. �

Recall equations (16) and (17), which express Os and Ls, s = 1, . . . , T , as unions of intervals with
end points a1

s and a2
s. We will work with a slightly stronger version of invariance (10), which includes an

additional condition on these end points:

E[Or − Lr|Fr] = E[CLA
r (a2

r)−CLA
r (a1

r)|Fr] ≥ 0 ∀ r ≤ s, (18)

with E[CLA
r (·)|Fr] increasing at a1

r. Recall also from the construction that a1
r is always equal to QLA

r .

Lemma 5.7 In all cases, if conditions (11) and (18) hold at s− 1 then they hold at s.

Proof. Fix s. Since E[CLA
s (·)|Fs] is either minimized or is strictly increasing at QLA

s , by definition,
E[CLA

s (·)|Fs] is increasing at QLA
s . Further,

E[Os − Ls|Fs] = E[CLA
s (QOPT

s )−CLA
s (QLA

s )|Fs] ≥ 0.

This proves (18) for period s.

By construction, O◦s and L◦s are empty at period s. Therefore, (11) holds at period s◦.

For any r < s such that Or ∩Os = ∅, there is no change of Or or Lr at s, and so the invariances (11)
and (18) for r, which hold at period s− 1, continue to hold at s.

Next, we check (11) for r in the case that Or ∩Os 6= ∅. Fix r < s such that Or ∩Os 6= ∅. Let Or and
Lr denote the versions of the sets just before they are modified in period s, and let O′r and L′r denote
the modified versions, respectively. We have

E[O′r − L′r|Fr] = E[CLA
r (QLA

s )−CLA
r (QLA

r )|Fr] ≥ 0
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since E[CLA
r (·)|Fr] is convex and increasing atQLA

r , andQLA
s ≥ QLA

r almost surely. Hence, (18) continues
to hold for r after redefinition of the sets at s.

Prior to period s, O◦r and L◦r must be empty, since the only way in which these sets become non-empty
is through redefinition, and by Lemma 5.1, redefinition is performed at most once for each period r.
Hence, the value of E[O◦r(t) − L◦r(t)|Fs] at the end of period s is E[CLA

r,s (QOPT
r ) − CLA

r,s (QLA
s ) | Fs].

Since E[CLA
s (·)|Fs] is convex and increasing at QLA

s , by Lemma 5.6, E[CLA
r,s (·) | Fs] is increasing at QLA

s .

Therefore, we have E[O◦r(t)− L◦r(t)|Fr◦ ] ≥ 0, as QOPT
r ≥ QLA

s a.s. �

Proposition 5.2 Conditions (18) and (11) hold for all s = 1, . . . , T .

Proof. Let the sets Es, Os, O◦s , Ls, and L◦s be empty before the beginning of the horizon, so that
the invariances hold trivially. The proposition follows by induction and Lemma 5.7. �

6. Extension to Integer Ordering Quantities. In this section, we will show that our performance
bounds hold in the case when the ordering quantities are required to be integer quantities.

We will use the following terminology. We will say that an integer-valued function f(·) is (strictly)
increasing at x, x ∈ Z, if (f(x + 1) > f(x)) f(x + 1) ≥ f(x). Similarly, we say that an integer-valued
function f(·) is (strictly) decreasing at x, x ∈ Z, if (f(x + 1) < f(x)) f(x + 1) ≤ f(x). With this
terminology, we retain the statements of (18) and (11).

The only results to check are Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7.

Lemma 6.1 Assume that all demands and ordering quantities are integral. If E[CLA
s (·) | Fs] is increasing

at Q then E[CLA
r,s (·)|Fs] is increasing at Q for any r < s.

Proof. Assume that E[CLA
r,s (·)|Fs] is strictly decreasing at Q. We will show that E[CLA

s (·)|Fs] is
strictly decreasing at Q.

Note that for each t < s, all information at t is deterministic with respect to Fs. Hence, E[CLA
r,s (·)|Fs] =

CLA
r,s (·). If CLA

r,s (·) is strictly decreasing at Q then Q < Dr. In particular, Q+ 1 ≤ Ds a.s. Hence,

E[CLA
s (Q)|Fs] = E[bs((Ds −Q)+) +

T∑
t=s

ht(0) | Fs],

must strictly decrease as we move from Q to Q+ 1 because (Ds −Q)+ strictly decreases at Q, Q < Ds

a.s., and bs(·) is strictly increasing at Q by definition. �

As before, the conditions (11) and (18) hold trivially in period 0, if we define all sets sets Es, Os, O◦s , Ls,
and L◦s to be empty sets at s = 0.

Lemma 6.2 Assume that all demands and ordering quantities are integral. If conditions (11) and (18)
hold at s− 1 then they hold at s.

Proof. Note that QLA
s minimizes E[CLA

s (·)|Fs] on [QLA
s−1,∞). Therefore, E[CLA

s (·)|Fs] must be
increasing at QLA

s . The rest of the proof proceeds as in Lemma 5.7. �

With the lemmas proved, Theorem 5.1 holds as in the continuous-order-quantity case. Thus, LA as a
(deterministic) algorithm can always applied to find the order quantity. With a deterministic algorithm,
we under perform only if we encounter a bad sample path of the problem, since the performance guarantee
applies to the average performance over all sample paths. However, with a randomized algorithm such
as Balancing, we will under perform if we encounter either a bad sample path of a problem or a bad
realization of the algorithm. The latter situation leads to higher variability in performance, as we shall
see in our computational experiments.

7. Extension to Positive Lead Times. Our proof of the performance bound can be extended to
the case of positive lead times under a growth condition on the demands.
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Assumption 7.1 The holding and backorder cost functions are linear and stationary, with per-unit costs
h and b respectively. For any period s, information set Fs, and r < s, if P (Dr+L ≤ x|Fs) ≤ b

b+h then

P (Dr+L+1 ≤ x|Fs) +
h

b+ h

T∑
t=r+L+2

P (Dt ≤ x|Fs) ≤
b

b+ h
.

Recall that Dt denotes the cumulative demand up to period t. The stationary condition can be relaxed,
but we have required it here in order to simplify the assumption.

Assumption 7.1 means that if the cumulative demand up to r+L is already relatively large compared
to x, then the cumulative demand continues to grow robustly compared to x. It might not hold if demand
were to stall completely from period r + L+ 2 onwards. We see that the zero-lead time case is a special
case of Assumption 7.1. If P (Dr ≤ x|Fs) ≤ b

b+h then since Dr is visible at s, the event [Dr ≤ x|Fs]
is deterministic and the left-hand side of both inequalities must be 0. The Assumption will also hold if
h is very small relative to b, or if b is very small relative to h. In the former case, the right-hand side
of the required inequality is close to 1 and the left-hand side is close to being a single term involving a
probability. In the latter case, the qualifying condition is less likely to hold.

7.1 Defining costs. Let the lead time be L periods. Let

CLA
s (Qs) = bs+L((Ds+L −Qs)

+) +

T∑
t=s+L

ht((Qs −Dt)
+). (19)

In each period s, QLA
s is chosen to minimize E[CLA

s (·)|Fs] on the interval [QLA
s−1,∞). Similar to before,

QLA
s can be solved by using a one-dimensional search.

For t ≥ s+ L, the marginal holding costs HΠ
s is

HΠ
s =

T∑
t=s+L

HΠ
s (t) =

T∑
t=s+L

(
ht((Q

Π
s −Dt)

+)− ht((QΠ
s−1 −Dt)

+)
)
. (20)

The backorder cost is BΠ
s = bs+L((Ds+L −Qs)

+).

We will map costs at each period t to sets in the same way. At the end of period t, the first Dt demand
units on RD have been realized and the first QΠ

t−L inventory units on RI have been delivered under
policy Π. Policy Π will incur ht((Q

Π
t−L −Dt)

+) in holding cost and bt((Dt −QΠ
t−L)+) in backorder cost

at t. The holding cost can be attributed to the interval (0, QΠ
t−L] being covered on RI by inventory units

delivered by period t. The backorder cost can be attributed to the interval (QΠ
t−L,∞) not being covered

on RI by inventory units delivered by period t. We will say that policy Π incurs costs for the period-t
holding interval (0, QΠ

t−L]ht and the period-t backorder interval (QΠ
t−L,∞]bt .

The cost HΠ
s (t), t ≥ s+L, can be associated with the holding interval HΠ

s (t) = (QΠ
s−1, Q

Π
s ]ht . Similarly,

for each s, the cost BΠ
s can be associated with the backorder interval BΠ

s = (QΠ
s ,∞)bs+L. As before, a

holding interval is a set denoted by (x, y]ht for some non-negative x, y. This interval has cost ht((y −
Dt)

+) − ht((x −Dt)
+) ≥ 0. It is incurred because the interval (x, y] on RI is covered at period t with

inventory units at the end of period t. A period-t backorder interval is a set denoted by (x, y]bt for some
non-negative x, y. This interval has cost bt((Dt − x)+) − bt((Dt − y)+) ≥ 0. It is incurred because the
interval (x, y] on RI is not covered at the end of period t with delivered inventory units.

Theorem 4.1 can be interpreted as follows. For each policy Π the holding inventory sets in ∪s=0T ∪tt=s+L

HΠ
s (t) form a partition of the entire holding inventory set incurred by Π over the horizon. Together, these

sets account for all of the holding cost incurred by Π. The backorder inventory sets in ∪s=1TBΠ
s form

a partition of the entire backorder inventory set incurred by Π over the horizon. Together, these sets
account for all of the backorder cost incurred by Π.

7.2 Defining inventory sets and LA. Proposition 5.1 continues to hold. Our construction of a
cover is modified as follows. At period s, by Proposition 5.1, we have QLA

s−1 ≤ QOPT
s−1 and QLA

s ≤ QOPT
s .

Let Es be the union of the holding inventory set ∪Tt=s+L(QLA
s−1, Q

LA
s ]ht with the backorder inventory set

(QOPT
s ,∞)bs+L. Let Os be the holding inventory set ∪Tt=s+L(QLA

s , QOPT
s ]ht . Let Ls be the backorder

inventory set (QLA
s , QOPT

s ]bs+L. Let O◦s = L◦s = ∅ and s◦ = s. For each r < s, there are 2 cases:
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(a) Or ∩ Os = ∅. Do nothing.

(b) Or ∩ Os 6= ∅. We carry out the following redefinition. Let O = Or ∩ (∪Tt=r+L[0, QLA
s )ht ). Let

O◦r = Or \ O. Let Or = O. Let L◦r = (QLA
s , QOPT

s−1 ]br+L. Let Lr = Lr \ L◦r . Let r◦ = s.

We can maintain the invariances

s⋃
r=1

(Lr ∪ L◦r ∪ Er) =

s⋃
r=1

(
T⋃

t=r+L

HLA
r (t)

⋃
BLA
r

)
;

s⋃
r=1

(Or ∪ O◦r ∪ Er) =

s⋃
r=1

(
T⋃

t=r+L

HOPT
r (t)

⋃
BOPT
r

)
;

E[Or|Fr] ≥ E[Lr|Fr] ∀ r ≤ s;

and for each r ≤ s, there is some r◦, r ≤ r◦ ≤ s, such that

E[O◦r |Fr◦ ] ≥ E[L◦r |Fr◦ ].

Theorem 5.1 can be proved as before assuming these invariances hold.

7.3 Proving the performance bound. With the exception of Lemma 5.6, positive-lead-time ver-
sions of Lemma 5.1 to 5.7 follow as before. It remains to prove Lemma 5.6.

Let

CLA
r,s (Q) = br+L((Dr+L −Q)+) +

s−1+L∑
t=r+L

ht((Q−Dt)
+). (21)

Lemma 7.1 If E[CLA
s (·) | Fs] is increasing at Q then E[CLA

r,s (·)|Fs] is increasing at Q for any r < s.

Proof. Assume that E[CLA
r,s (·)|Fs] is strictly decreasing at Q. We will show that E[CLA

s (·)|Fs] is
strictly decreasing at Q. Equivalently, by taking derivatives, it suffices to show that if

bP (Dr+L ≤ Q|Fs) + h

s+L−1∑
t=r+L

P (Dt ≤ Q|Fs) ≤ b (22)

then

bP (Ds+L ≤ Q|Fs) + h

T∑
t=s+L

P (Dt ≤ Q|Fs).

Since

bP (Ds+L ≤ Q|Fs) + h

T∑
t=s+L

P (Dt ≤ Q|Fs) ≤ bP (Dr+L+1 ≤ Q|Fs) + h

T∑
t=r+L+1

P (Dt ≤ Q|Fs),

it suffices to prove

bP (Dr+L+1 ≤ Q|Fs) + h

T∑
t=r+L+1

P (Dt ≤ Q|Fs) ≤ b, or

P (Dr+L+1 ≤ Q|Fs) +
h

b+ h

T∑
t=r+L+2

P (Dt ≤ Q|Fs) ≤ b

b+ h
.

This inequality is ensured by Assumption 7.1 since (22) implies that

P (Dr+L ≤ Q|Fs) ≤
b

b+ h
.

�
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8. Computational Experiments. We will test LA and Balancing (BAL) against a number of
random instances of the inventory problem with correlated demands. We refer the reader to Hurley,
Jackson, Levi, Roundy and Shmoys [11] for a comprehensive study of the performance characteristics of
these algorithms relative to the Myopic policy under a range of test scenarios and tuning mechanisms.
These authors conduct an extensive computational study of BAL, LA and other policies. Using a Myopic
policy as a baseline, they find that in their experiments, three policies exhibit superior performance. The
first is modified Balancing, where the marginal holding cost is balanced against twice the backorder
cost. The second algorithm is Truncated Surplus-Balancing, where the orders made by Balancing are
truncated when they exceed those of LA and are further modified by an interval-constrained-bounding
technique. The third is LA, with k look-ahead periods, where k is chosen heuristically. They do not
provide, however, a comparison of pure LA versus pure BAL, which is directly relevant for this paper.

The purpose of our study is two-fold. First, we would like to test the empirical performance of LA
against an optimal policy (OPT ). Thus, our experimental setting in this section is meant to generate a
sufficiently rich set of small problem samples, where the optimal policy can be evaluated with reasonable
computational effort to provide a baseline for comparison. Second, we would like to compare the per-
formance of LA against that of OPT to investigate the relative merits of LA as an independent policy.
Hurley, Jackson, Levi, Roundy and Shmoys [11] have already shown that the decisions of BAL can be
improved by comparing against those of LA. If BAL is to be used in conjunction with LA, then the
benefit of LA is already evident. However, we will study LA here as a policy in its own right.

First, we describe the general set-up of the experiments. Then we specify how we generate a range of
experimental instances. Finally, we summarize the results obtained.

We consider a lead time L = 0, and horizons length T of 5 and 8 periods and cost functions that
are either linear or convex. (Recall that convexity is needed for LA). To facilitate computation of the
optimal policy we consider only integer-valued demand and order quantities. We compute OPT using
exhaustive search.

For each configuration above, we randomly generated 200 to 1000 instances of the problems according
to the configuration. The correlation structure in each experimental instance is specified as a binary
probability tree. Let U denote a random variable with uniform distribution on [0, 1]. We generated the
following problem parameters independently of each other using U :

• The branch probabilities in each tree at every period.

• The slopes of the function ht and bt at each node in the linear case. In the convex case, we model
each of ht(·) and bt(·) as a piecewise linear convex function consisting of three segments. For
each function, we generate 3 samples of U , then sort them in increasing order and assign them
to be the slopes on the three segments.

We generate the maximum demand arising at each node using a uniform distribution on {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}.
The demand at each node is 0 with probability 1

2 and equal to the maximum demand with probability 1
2 .

We consider integer order quantities. We implement the randomized version of BAL for integer order
quantities. We do not perform any tuning for either BAL or LA..

The performance statistics are presented in Table 3. We see that in over 2200 problem instances,
LA performs on average well within 3.9% of an optimal policy compared to 19.7% for BAL. The worst
performance ratio that we have seen is 1.3199 for LA and 2.2954 for BAL. The worst performance ratio
of BAL in our experiments exceeds the guaranteed bound of 2 because that bound is a bound on the
average worst-case performance ratio if this randomization were to be repeated many times. In each of
the four configurations, the average, maximum, and variance of the peformance ratios of LA are much
lower compared to BAL. Figures 5 and 4 plot the distribution of the performance ratios of BAL and
LA when the horizon is 8 periods and the costs are linear. We can see that the performance ratios of LA
are more tightly distributed around 1 compared to those of BAL. While we have only looked at a small
set of problems, our experimental evidence provide very positive indications about the usefulness of LA
as an independent approximation algorithm in its own right. As already mentioned the previous larger
study also corroborates the performance of LA.
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Table 3: Performance ratios of LA and BAL relative to OPT .
Mean Maximum Variance

Costs T Number of instances LA BAL LA BAL LA BAL

Linear 5 1000 1.0254 1.1966 1.3199 2.1666 0.0014 0.0135
Convex 5 1000 1.0236 1.1735 1.2668 2.2954 0.0013 0.0183
Linear 8 200 1.0320 1.1811 1.2317 1.6781 0.0009 0.0048
Convex 8 200 1.0392 1.1606 1.1857 1.5192 0.0011 0.0056
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Figure 4: Performance ratios of LA when T = 8 and
costs are linear.
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Figure 5: Performance ratios of BAL when T = 8
and costs are linear.

9. Conclusion. We have studied the Look-Ahead Optimization (LA) policy for solving the single-
item, periodic-review, stochastic inventory problem under non-stationary and correlated demands. We
provide the first proof that LA is an approximation algorithm, simultaneously proving the tightest known
bound for this problem, namely that the expected cost of LA is at most the expected backorder cost plus
twice the expected holding cost of an optimal policy. We develop an innovative technique to extend the
myopic optimality of LA to prove a global bound on its performance. It is our hope that the techniques
we develop would likely provide an avenue for investigating the theoretical performance of the large class
of Myopic [[myopic or Myopic?]], near-Myopic, and Look-ahead optimization policies for inventory and
other multi-period stochastic optimization problems.

Acknowledgments. We are very grateful to the anonymous reviewers for their suggestions to im-
prove the exposition of the ideas in the paper.
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